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KEEPING SAFE AROUND
MOVING PLANT
If this is not possible, they must take all
practicable steps to isolate the hazard, and if
neither of these options is possible, take all
practicable steps to minimise the hazard.
TRAFFIC CONTROL MEASURES
As the elimination of mobile plant hazards
is unlikely to be an option on a construction
site, hazards must be isolated or minimised
by implementing the following traffic
control measures.
Moving vehicles and equipment on

1. Identify the hazards

construction sites can be fatal if not used

Identify the traffic hazards in consultation

correctly and safely.

with mobile plant operators and workers

Known as mobile plant, they have the
potential to cause serious injury or kill
someone by striking them or colliding with

construction site.
Traffic hazard situations occur where:

other vehicles or equipment. Common

>> mobile plant is being used

hazards include:

>> mobile plant and people are working in

>> people and plant sharing the same site
or route
>> where there is uncontrolled entry to
and from the site
>> people using and arranging mobile
plant inappropriately.
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before the mobile plant comes onto the

the same area
>> there is potential for a collision between
the mobile plant and people, other plant
or objects.
2. Develop a traffic management plan
Develop a traffic management plan including
control measures to suit the specific

The Health and Safety in Employment Act

requirements of the construction site. The

1992 requires the employer to identify

implementation of a combination of control

hazards in the workplace and, where a hazard

measures is likely to be the most effective

is significant, take all practicable steps to

means of managing the traffic hazard from

eliminate it.

mobile plant.
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3. Control measures

4. Provide worker training

Specific control measures may include but are

Provide instruction and training on the traffic

not limited to:

control measures to all workers and visitors

>> isolating vehicles and plant from the
people working on the site
>> planning/scheduling work so that
vehicles and pedestrians are not
operating in the same area at the
same time
>> minimising plant movement on site
by locating loading areas close to
storage areas
>> providing drive through access to
minimise turning or reversing
>> establishing designated delivery and
turning areas
>> using fences, barriers, barricades,
safety rails, exclusion zones, etc. to
separate pedestrians from mobile
plant and vehicles
>> planning the direction of traffic
movement to minimise plant travel
around the site
>> providing warning signs at all entrances
and exits to the site

on site.
5. Review the control measures
The layout of the site may change during
the construction project so in order to
remain effective, control measures should be
reviewed regularly. The review should:
>> assess the effectiveness of the
control measures
>> ensure that control measures are
correctly implemented
>> identify future changes to the site
before they occur
>> determine the potential impact of
changes to the current control measures
>> propose alternative control measures for
when the site layout changes.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
Refer to the Best Practice Guidelines for
Demolition in New Zealand (section 5.10.2)
at www.worksafe.govt.nz

>> establishing speed limits on site
>> using audible reversing alarms, flashing
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lights and reversing cameras
>> using spotters or dedicated traffic
controllers to manage traffic movement
>> restricting access to areas where mobile
plant is operating
>> ensuring that workers wear high
visibility clothing.
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